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Executive Summary 

A company stock price is the highest amount someone is willing to pay for the stock, or the 
lowest amount that it can be bought for. Technical analysis can be used to predict information 
on future price movements from historical data. 

The project aims to Analyse and predict the historical stock prices of Amazon and Apple Inc 
etc. In the beginning, the introduction of the project is explained including background, aim, 
and technology. After that project report briefly discussed the complexity of data, how datasets 
were acquired/obtained, why datasets are suitable for my project, how datasets are 
complemented with each other, and characteristics of our datasets, what data visualisations 
tools were used. Next, we have the KDD methodology section which described a selection of 
our data, preprocessing/cleaning methods, a transformation of our data, data mining/Machine 
learning technique (LSTM, ARIMA forecasting, random forest, decision trees, kMeans 
clustering, hierarchical Clustering, etc.), and evaluation process. Following, project report 
contains a brief explanation of analysis how datasets were used for pre-processing/cleaning a 
brief discussion on LSTM, ARIMA forecasting, steps involved during implementation and 
why these steps were carried out for implementations, characteristics of analysis, advanced 
statistics (descriptive statistics, Kruskal Wallis test, Mann Whitney test, normality test and 
Wilcoxon signed-rank test), exploratory data analysis, why did I choose closing price attributes 
for predicting my stocks values as a predictor in my model. Afterward, all outputs are explained 
in the results section, describing results tables and figures.   

Data visualizations and principal component analysis etc. techniques are used to explore the 
datasets. Long short-term memory and ARIMA forecasting were used to develop models for 
the prediction of stock prices. Is it going to increase or decrease in stock prices of Apple Inc 
and Amazon? Keras, TensorFlow and forecasting packages were used for the smooth 
development of the prediction model.  

 

1.0  Introduction 
 

1.1. Background 
"I will tell you how to become rich. Close the doors. Be fearful when others are greedy. Be 
greedy when others are fearful." — Warren Buffett. Stock markets were started when the 
countries in the new world began to trade with each other. As a result, groups of investors 
pooled their savings and become business partners and co-owners with individual shares in 
their business to form joint-stock companies. AI in trading allows all the data scientists 
from all backgrounds to produce algorithm/predicting models that help to solve investment 
challenges/problems. In the past, technology helps a lot in the stock market to make better 
decisions and gain a lot of profits. Predicting the stocks has become a very famous trend 
for all companies/stock’s markets, so they can have an idea in advance (based on advanced 
machine prediction), should they invest in stocks or not. 

“It's not whether you're right or wrong that's important, but how much money you make 
when you're right and how much you lose when you're wrong” By George Soros. 
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1.2. Aims 
 

The overall aim of this project is to find out future prediction of stock values to have a 
better understanding for end-users because successfully prediction of future stocks can 
provide a lot of profit to our end-users. Figure 1 explained the actual and predicted stock 
prices of Amazon.  

 

Figure 1: Amazon low stock share prices. 

The goal will be achieved by analyzing the data from 2010 to 2020 of Apple Inc, Amazon, 
and the New York Stock market exchange. Whereas historical stock price data contain 
opening, closing, high and low stock prices of companies. A machine learning model 
artificial recurrent neural network and ARIMA forecasting will be used to predict stock 
prices. However, collected data will be imported into Tableau and RStudio for data 
visualisations.  

 

1.3. Technology 
 

1.3.1 RStudio  

RStudio is an IDE for R programming language, for statistical computing and graphics. It 
is very important for every data analytics project that any data we will use need to be clean 
e.g., data need to be clean (there should not be any columns that are not important and need 
to remove), rearranged the columns, changed the names of columns if necessary, deleted 
some values, deals with missing values, and filled it with means.  

Descriptive Statistics has been performed in RStudio which gives me a piece of advanced 
information on my datasets like, what is the average value, median, mode, quartiles, 
variance, range, weighted mean, standard deviations, variance, and interquartile range. 
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ARIMA forecasting is performed in RStudio to predict the next 100 days of stocks and 
principal component analysis, exploratory data analysis for the transformation of our data. 

 

RStudio has an amazing functionality to perform graphical analysis to give you an 
understanding of columns in the dataset. Whereas graph has been carried out in RStudio by 
R programming language like cluster analysis, regression analysis, scatterplot plot, ggplot2, 
etc. 

1.3.2 PyCharm  

PyCharm is an IDE used in computer programming language specifically for python. The 
datasets have been imported in PyCharm via python language. LSTM which is stands for 
Long short-term memory is an artificial recurrent neural network used in the field of deep 
learning that is performed in PyCharm for predicting stocks. Further, PyCharm will be used 
for predicting the stocks of different datasets. 

1.3.3 Tableau  

Tableau is an interactive data visualization, and it provides advanced visualizations for the 
datasets. Extracting the dataset as well as different visualization has been performed for the 
project like candlestick chart, bar graph, scatter graph, etc.  

1.3.4 IBM SPSS 

IBM SPSS is a platform for advanced statistical analysis tests (normality test, Man Whitney 
test, Kruskal Wallis test, Wilcoxon Signed ranked test). It is also used to build some graphs 
for visualizations. 

1.3.5 Excel 

Excel is used in the project for storing a large amount of data in it as CSV file and 
visualization. 

1.3.6 GitBash 

It is an application for Microsoft Windows environments that provide an emulation layer 
for git cmd. It has been used on regular basis for updating/uploading files on the git hub 
because it can be download whenever or wherever I want to work on my project.  

  

1.4. Structure 
 

Executive Summary: In this section, a small summary of the report is explained. 

Introduction: In the introduction sections background of the project, aims of the project 
(what are these project goals explained), and briefly discussed technology used in the 
project. 
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Data: Briefly explained why data is suitable, how data was acquired, any pre-processing 
analysis is done and characteristics of data. 

Methodology: Explained step-by-step KDD methodology points. 

Analysis: Briefly explained how the analysis was done, why I choose these steps for my 
analysis, why the LSTM model is used in stock price predictions etc. 

Results: All diagrams/outputs are added in this section. 

Conclusion: Small summary of the report's the advantages/disadvantages of the report 
were explained in this area. 

Further development: In this section, I provide the further part of the project what I will 
do next like Advanced data mining, predictions, etc. 

Reference: Harvard Style reference is provided in this section. 

 

2.0  Data 
 

2.1 Why the datasets are suitable for my project. 
Stock market prediction is the act of trying to determine the future value of a company stock 
prediction. Whereas the successful prediction of stock can lead to a lot of profits for the 
company. Once, my project idea was ready I decided to find my datasets related to my project 
idea. Then, I found a dataset of historical stock prices of New York stock exchange from 
Kaggle.com, Apple and Amazon from yahoo.finance.com and I decided to use it because it 
contains all the information that I need to predict values for my project like opening price, 
closing price, Higher stocks, lower stocks, etc. I need datasets for visualizations and through 
these datasets, I can perform visualizations related to my projects. In my project, I decided to 
do statistical analysis and machine learning, etc. and these datasets are very complex for the 
development of models.  

2.2 How the datasets are complemented with each other. 
Hence, the New York stock exchange dataset which contains attribute like (date, symbol, low, 
open, close, high, volume) and every column have over nine hundred thousands of rows. On 
the other hand, Amazon and Apple Inc dataset is taken from https://finance.yahoo.com/  have 
attribute like (date, open, high low, close, Adj Close, Volume) and every column have over 
two thousands of rows which provide the history data for both Apple and New York stock 
exchange. Two of my dataset are complement with each other whereas on New York stock 
exchange, Amazon and Apple stock exchange datasets which contain completely different 
information for companies’ stocks price. 

2.3 How the datasets were acquired/obtain. 
Kaggle is an online community for data scientists which allows users to find and publish 
datasets, explore, and build models in web-based data science environment. It offers a public 
data platform a cloud-based workbench for data science and artificial intelligence. 

https://finance.yahoo.com/
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As well as New York stock exchange historical price dataset is taken from 
https://www.kaggle.com/ datasets and Apple and Amazon historical stock price dataset for the 
last ten years was taken from https://finance.yahoo.com/ yahoo finance provides financial 
news, data and commentary including stock quotes it also provides some online tools for 
personal online management.  

2.4 Descriptive statistics. 
Descriptive statistics is performed on both Apple Inc. and Amazon datasets, for a better 
understanding of my data insights, describing the basics features of my data in the study, 
summarising my data in a meaningful full way so pattern might appear.  

2.4.1 Descriptive Statistics on Apple datasets. 
           

Figure 2: Histogram of Apple Inc opening prices with mean and Std.Dev. 
 

https://www.kaggle.com/%20datasets
https://www.kaggle.com/%20datasets
https://finance.yahoo.com/
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Figure 3: Boxplot of Apple Inc opening prices. 

 

Figure 4: Histogram of Apple Inc closing prices with mean and Std.Dev. 
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Figure 5: Boxplot of Apple Inc closing prices. 
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Figure 6: Descriptive statistics of opening-closing, low and high prices of Apple dataset 
with mean, median, kurtosis, and range, etc.  
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2.4.2 Descriptive Statistics on Amazon dataset. 

              

Figure 7: Processing summary on amazon dataset. 

 

       

Figure 8: Descriptive statistics of opening-closing prices of Amazon dataset with mean, 
median, kurtosis, and range, etc. 
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Figure 9: Histogram of Amazon opening stock prices.  

 

 

Figure 10: Boxplot of Amazon opening stock prices.  
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Figure 11: Histogram of Amazon closing stock prices.  

 
 

 
Figure 12: Boxplot of Amazon closing stock prices. 
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2.5 Main characteristics of Datasets. 
 
Summarize.  New York Stock 

market exchange 
Dataset. 

      
     Apple Inc  

 
   Amazon 

File Type.  Excel Excel Excel 

File Order. Structure/missing 
values/ unnecessary 
columns. 

Structure/missing 
values/ unnecessary 
columns. 

Structure/missing 
values/ 
unnecessary 
columns. 

Size of files. 49.2 MB 189 KB 186 KB 

The number of 
instances. 

851265 2743 2583 

Number of 
Attributes.  

7 7 8 

Type of Attributes. Decimal numbers, 
Characters, Date. 

Decimal/numbers, 
Characters, Date 

Decimal/numbers, 
Characters, Date 

 

2.6 What data visualisation tools I used? 
For visualising my data, I have decided to use Tableau, RStudio, IBM SPSS, excel, and 
PyCharm and built scatterplot, histogram, ggplot2, line chart, bar chart, and candlestick chart, 
etc. 

Reference: 
Sites from New York Stock exchange datasets are taken. 
Kaggle.com. 2020. Find Open Datasets and Machine Learning Projects | Kaggle. [online] 
Available at: https://www.kaggle.com/datasets 
[Accessed 20 October 2020]. 

Sites from Apple Inc stock datasets are taken. 
Finance.yahoo.com. 2020. Yahoo Is Now A Part Of Verizon Media. [online] Available at: 
https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/AAPL/history?p=AAPL 
[Accessed 7 December 2020]. 

Sites from Amazon Inc stock datasets are taken. 
Finance.yahoo.com. 2021. Yahoo is now a part of Verizon Media. [online] Available at: 
https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/AMZN/history?period1=1262304000&period2=1586217600
&interval=1d&filter=history&frequency=1d&includeAdjustedClose=true 
[Accessed 9 May 2021]. 
 
 
 
 

https://www.kaggle.com/datasets
https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/AAPL/history?p=AAPL
https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/AMZN/history?period1=1262304000&period2=1586217600&interval=1d&filter=history&frequency=1d&includeAdjustedClose=true
https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/AMZN/history?period1=1262304000&period2=1586217600&interval=1d&filter=history&frequency=1d&includeAdjustedClose=true
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3.0  Methodology 
 

Figure 13: to show steps of the KDD process.  

 

KDD is an application that has its core, the application for specific data mining and pattern 
discovery.  

The term Knowledge Discovery in databases is the process of finding knowledge in data and 
highlights high-level applications for particular data mining methods. It is useful for those who 
want to do their research in machine learning, pattern recognition, statistics, artificial 
intelligence, and data visualizations, etc. It refers to the overall process of discovering useful 
knowledge from data. It includes the choice of encoding schemes, pre-processing, and 
sampling of data before data mining steps. 

3.1 Data Selection. 
In KDD methodology, data selection is the step where we collect our data related to our project 
for all analytics project dataset need to big for getting some useful information from them. 
However, I collected the New York stock exchange historical prices dataset which is in excel 
format and it is providing me all suitable information for my project idea e.g., opening and 
closing prices of different companies’ stocks like WLTW or NUE, etc. whereas this dataset is 
also providing me high stocks rate and low stocks rate of different companies based on different 
periods. 

After that,  apple Inc and Amazon's historical stock price data is collected from 
https://finance.yahoo.com/ (it provides financial news, data and commentary including stocks 
quotes). However, these two datasets contain the last ten years of historical stock prices 
information and are downloaded from the finance.yahoo.com site and contain the following 
attributes (Date, Open, High, Low, Close, Adj Close, and volume). 

3.2 Data pre-processing. 

All datasets were imported to RStudio and decided which actions need to take for the cleaning 
process and then apply machine learning on our datasets.  

In New York stock exchange historical prices dataset, few unnecessary columns were not 
suitable for my project. So, I have to delete it by using R programming language. I checked the 
null values in New York stock exchange historical prices dataset, if any null values contain my 
dataset then I filled the null values by taking a mean of that column. In this dataset, the last two 

https://finance.yahoo.com/
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rows 851264 and 851263 were unnecessary/incomplete so I decided to delete them. In this 
dataset, all column was re-arranged/re-ordered, also changed the names of the column, and 
changed them to camel case, for my own better understanding. Once my dataset was clean, 
then I added a few new columns in New York stock exchange historical prices dataset like 
converting the price of the opening dataset from dollars to euros with help of R programming 
language. 

Apple Inc dataset is also imported in RStudio for the cleaning process. Checked all the columns 
are there any empty/null values in the dataset, if there are any then it is filled by taking a mean 
of that column. Re-order all columns and changed the name/spelling of columns with help of 
R programming language. Apple Inc, the dataset was almost in better condition than other 
dataset and it did not take much effort in the cleaning processing.  

For pre-processing analysis, the amazon data set was imported into RStudio. With help of R 
programming language, every column was checked and filled empty rows by taking the mean 
of that column. Re-arranged all columns and changed names of some columns if necessary.   

3.3 Data Transformation. 

The process which involves changing the value format or structure of data is called data 
transformation. Process such as data migration, data integration, data warehousing, all involved 
in the data transformation process.  

Data transformation may include constructive adding a new column in datasets, reproducing a 
new column based on the existing column (changing opening prices from dollars to euros or 
changing the price from dollars to British pounds). Destructive field deleting unnecessary 
records from New York stocks exchange and Apple Inc datasets. By adding and deleting the 
datasets we transform our datasets into new shapes. Data which is transformed make it easy to 
use for both human and computers.  

Data visualisation technique was applied to perform exploratory data analysis. Also, principal 
component analysis was used on both Apple Inc and Amazon datasets to determine, any 
correlations between them. 

 

3.4 Data Mining. 

The data mining technique is a process of selecting and perform a machine learning algorithm 
that will be performed on both Apple Inc and Amazon datasets. It is the process of analyzing a 
massive amount of data to discover business intelligence that helps stock markets to solve 
problems and take advantage of predicted models. 

K-Means clustering intends to partition n objects int k cluster in which each object belongs to 
the cluster with the nearest mean. Where this method produces exactly k different cluster of 
greatest possible distinction. It is minimized total intra-cluster variance or squared error 
functions. Whereas kMeans clustering is performed in RStudio for the apple dataset. 
Hierarchical Clustering is an algorithm that groups similar objects into groups called a cluster. 
The endpoint of a cluster, where each cluster is separate from the other cluster. It is performed 
in RStudio with R programming language for the first 40 columns of an open column from the 
apple dataset. Artificial recurrent neural networks (Long short-term memory) are performed 
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for predicting stock prices of apple and amazon. ARIMA forecasting is used to predict the next 
hundred days of stock to check is there a rise or decline in prices. A decision tree algorithm is 
used in RStudio, which goal is to create a training model that can use to predict attributes 
(Closing price) by learning simple decision rules from previous data. 

 

3.5 Interpretation/Evaluation.  
It is the step where we discover some useful information from our datasets which involves 
evaluation and interpretation of the pattern to decide the useful data. Here we can decide after 
getting a response from machine learning (PyCharm), that now we have apple stock predictions 
based RNN/LSTM model when we should buy or sell stocks and gain profits, or based on 
ARIMA forecasting we can decide rise or fall in stock prices. 

 

4.0  Analysis 
The process of analysis follows the KDD methodology, for producing some useful knowledge 
from our datasets. At the beginning of every data analytics project, we need to know which 
domain knowledge is better for our project, what are we expecting to be our outcomes from 
analysis and KDD is one of the best methodology use in analytics projects for analyzing, pre-
processing, transformations, etc. This methodology is consisting of step-by-step processes like 
data collection, pre-processing, data mining/machine learning, etc. for achieving goals it is 
better than CRISPDM. My goal of this analysis is to perform exploratory data analysis, 
principal component analysis (PCA), Artificial Intelligence recurrent neural network (Long 
short-term memory) to predict stock prices, ARIMA forecasting to predict the next hundred 
days of rising or falling of stocks, decision tree and random forest.  

4.1 Data Selection. 

The important step for analyzing data is that data need to exist, whereas I choose Kaggle for 
collecting my New York stock exchange dataset because it is an online community for data 
scientists which allows users to find and publish datasets, explore, and build models in the web-
based data science community. Although, other data like Apple and Amazon I decided to take 
from https://finance.yahoo.com/ why I took it from here? because it provides me updated 
information on historical stocks and I can use it to predict the stocks for apple and amazon for 
the next few days. 

Once my datasets were collected, then I decided to import them in RStudio (it is power ide for 
R language which provide standard features, environmental variables as well as version control 
management tools) and PyCharm (it is widely used in big companies for machine learning it 
can provide support for import like libraries) for pre-processing, predictions of stock, etc.  

 

 

https://finance.yahoo.com/
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Figure 14: It displays codes for importing my datasets in RStudio. 
 
4.2 Data Manipulation. 

After importing my Apple, Amazon, and New York stock exchange datasets, in RStudio I 
performed cleaning approaches/processes because it is one of the important steps before 
performing any analysis. Removing some rows from the dataset, reordering our columns names 
of datasets, changing the name of the column in datasets, adding a new column in datasets, 
finding some empty values in datasets, and filled them by taking the mean of that column. 

 

Figure 15: It displays some data manipulation codes from RStudio. 

 

4.3 Exploratory Data analysis. 

EDA is an approach to analyze our datasets to summarise their characteristics, it frequently 
used data visualisations and statistical techniques. Whereas in EDA mostly graphical 
techniques are used scatter plot, line graph, histogram, count map reduces, etc.  

Have you heard of the phrase “garbage in, garbage out”. With EDA it is more possible to 
“garbage in, perform EDA possible garbage out”. While performing EDA in our datasets 
provides us a better understanding of our variables (“you do not know what you do not know, 
and if you do not know what you do not know then how you are supposed to know whether your 
insights make sense or not? ”), clean up our datasets, analyze relationships between them. For 
a better understanding of my dataset’s variable, first of all, I displayed names of all columns 
and then changed their names if necessary, in RStudio.  
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Figure 16: Checking attributes from data and changing their names. 

 

A graphical representation of our amazon closing stock prices, from 2010 to 2016. Which 
displays the market will close at different stock prices with a slight difference. 

 

Figure 17: Scatter plot of amazon closing prices. 

 

Descriptive statistics is performed to explore our datasets for better understanding, whereas it 
is performed in both IBM SPSS (section 2.4) and RStudio. Interquartile Statistics is performed 
which is a measure of variability, based on dividing the dataset into quartile. Quantile provides 
the range of probability distributions into continuous intervals with equal probability. Variance 
is the expectations of the square deviations of the random variable from its means. Standard 
deviations are the set amount of variation of a set of a value low standard deviation shows that 
the value tends to be close to the mean of the set. The range is the value that provides the 
difference between the largest and smallest values. The weighted mean is similar to the 
arithmetic mean, except each data point contributed equally to the final average. The mode in 
statistics provides us the most existing values in our datasets. Median in statistics which 
provides us the center value in a dataset.  Mean in descriptive statistics which provides us the 
most average values of datasets.  
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Figure 18:  R code to represent some statistical method carried out. 

Dual y-axis graph represents amazon's high and low value of stock prices, by taking a look at 
the below graph we can say that there is not much difference between market low and high 
price. 

 

 

Figure 18: represents the difference between amazon's low and high stocks. 
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Figure 19: Scatter matrix open, high, close for Apple dataset. 

 

4.4 Principal component analysis (PCA) 

 

PCA is mostly a technique that transforms nation of numbers, it performs that by using 
correlation hence we can take from the set of large dimension and reduce that into a very 
smaller subject which can be known as the principal, whereas it can be used to uncover facts 
around data and realize its trends. I performed PCA analysis in RStudio on our Apple and 
Amazon datasets.  

Summary of PCA of apple dataset.  
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Figure 20: principal component analysis summary of apple dataset. 

 

Summary of PCA of Amazon dataset. 

 
Figure 21: principal component analysis of amazon dataset. 

Whereas from above summarise of both Apple and Amazon datasets, we have four different 
types of component based on our input data which have four features so its calculated four 
features and depends on the number of features that we pass. Let’s try to understand, what does 
this mean, lets start with a cumulative proportion of apple datasets it is telling us that our 
component one is a collection of close to 99 percent of the variation in our data, similar to our 
amazon dataset it is also 99 percent and close to variation of our data. It is a downward order 
of how much component is reflection variation in whole data.   

4.5 KMeans and Hierarchical clustering. 

These techniques are performed with R programming language, k-means clustering is 
performed in RStudio for apple stock dataset, whereas k-means clustering is a method of vector 
quantization, that aims are to partitions n observations into k cluster in which each observation 
belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean. Hierarchical clustering technique performed in 
RStudio for apple dataset, in data mining and statistics hierarchical clustering or HCA is a 
cluster analysis which is used to build a hierarchy of clusters. This type of analysis is mostly 
produced in the dendrogram. The advantage of HCA that it is easy to understand and 
implement. The dendrogram output of the algorithm can be used to understand the big picture 
as well as the groups in our data. 
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Figure 22: displays r code for Kmeans clustering. 

 

Figure 23: displays r code for hierarchical clustering. 

 

4.6 Artificial recurrent neural networks (Long short-term memory). 

AI recurrent neural network is performed in PyCharm for predicting stock prices of apple and 
amazon. Whereas a long short-term memory network is used which is a type of recurrent neural 
network and capable of learning order dependence in sequence prediction problems. How was 
LSTM used in PyCharm? First of all, I imported all my packages like Keras, TensorFlow, and 
NumPy, etc. and imported my datasets in PyCharm. Next, I build a new data frame for the 
prediction column (e.g., it can be closing, opening, high or low prices). After that, I convert my 
data frame to NumPy array and take several rows for training our model. Then, I performed a 
scale training dataset and convert it to the x and y train array, and NumPy array. Later, I convert 
the x train dataset to NumPy array and applied the LSTM model to compile the model and train 
model. Once my model was tested from 2D to 3D then I predict my model, find the root mean 
square value and visualise my graph. (Below flow chart represents steps by steps 
implementation process)  
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Why did I decide to use LSTM? It is an AI RNN network used in deep learning because our 
datasets are time-series datasets and it is nicely suitable for classifying, processing and make a 
prediction on the stock price. For the evaluation of our model, I performed the root mean square 
error value, RMSE is a nice measure to check how accurate is the model predictor and it is the 
standard deviation of residuals, as well as a lower value of our RMSE, indicate a better fit 
model accuracy. As our RMSE value for predicting closing stock price is 2.965824339898993, 
signify that our model is accurate. Whereas RMSE value for amazon closing stock price is 
0.5208368889213619, it is a very lower value and represents a better fit accuracy of our model.  

  
 
Figure 24: Represents python for getting our RMSE value. 
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Figure 25: Flow chart of Long short-term memory.   
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4.7 ARIMA forecasting. 

ARIMA is a model which is used in statistics and econometrics to measure events that 
happened over a while. This model can be used to understand past data and predict future data 
in series. ARIMA is applied in both datasets Apple Inc and Amazon to predict the future trends 
of stocks. During implementation, first I imported all my packages e.g., Quantmod, tseries, 
timeseries, forecast, and xts. Next, I import my data in RStudio of the last five years and plot a 
graph of a column which is going to predict. Then, I graph for ACF and PACF to check the 
difference between series and print adf value for amazon closing stock which is 0.01. Further, 
I have some 4 fit values, based on these four fit values I performed graphs, and test their 
accuracy. Once I have all four ARIMA models (The first one is auto ARIMA, the second one 
is custom ARIMA, the third one is guessing on different values based on our auto ARIMA, the 
fourth one is standard de facto default) then I plot them all together and check their accuracy. 

  
  

Figure 26: Displays codes of all my four fit ARIMA model, plot, and their accuracy. 

4.8 Some important packages used during the implementation process. 

Keras: for developing and evaluating my LSTM model. 

TensorFlow: for training inference of deep neural networks. 

NumPy: for importing large and multi-dimensional arrays. 

Cluster: for grouping our set of an object to perform Kmeans clustering. 

Forecast: tools for displaying and analyzing time-series data. 
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Quantmod: use of development, testing and training model. 

Readxl: for reading our excel file. 

Dplyr: for manipulation of our datasets. 

 

5.0  Results 
 

Principal Component Analysis for Apple dataset. 

 

Figure 27: Display standard deviation of PCA 

 

Figure 28: Display rotation of PCA. 

 

Figure 29: Display line graph for apple PCA analysis. 
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Figure 30: Displays a scatter plot between apple PCA1 and PCA2. 

 

Figure 31: Bipolot a better graphical representation of apple PCA. 

A scree plot clearly defines that our component PC has the highest variation than others. 
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Figure 32: Scree plot for our PC1, PC2, PC3, and PC4. 

 

Figure 33: Display code, how scree plot was built in RStudio. 

 

Principal Component Analysis for amazon dataset. 

 

Figure 34: Display standard deviation of amazon PCA. 

 

Figure 35: Displays rotation of amazon for four PCA. 
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Figure 36: A scatterplot difference between amazon PC1 and PC2. 

 

Figure 37: A line graph representation for our amazon PCA. 
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Figure 38: Graphical representation of our amazon in the shape of Biplot. 

 

Figure 39: A scree plot for amazon principal component analysis. 
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Regression analysis between apple's lowest stock prices and highest stock prices displays 
there is not much difference in opening and closing stock market price. 

 

Figure 40: regression analysis between apple's high and low price. 
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KMeans and Hierarchical clustering output.            

 

 

Figure 41: represents Kmeans clustering analysis on the dataset. 
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Figure 42: Represent hierarchical clustering analysis in cluster dendrogram of first 40 
values open column from Apple dataset. 
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ARIMA Forecasting.  

ARIMA forecasting is used for both Apple Inc and Amazon datasets to predict the next 100 
days' stock price trends. All implementation is done in RStudio by using the R programming 
language.  

ARIMA forecasting for amazon high stock prices.  

          

Figure 43: Line graph on last 5 years amazon high stock prices with rising and fall with series 
of time from 2015-01-02 to 2021-05-03.   
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Figure 44: It is a model residual an auto ARIMA of Amazon high stock prices with AIC and 
BIC values (15426.84/15453.71). 

          

Figure 45: It represents model residual a custom ARIMA (1,2,4) of amazon high stock prices. 

            

Figure 46: It represents guessing on different values based on our auto ARIMA.  
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Figure 47: Standard de facto default ARIMA on amazon high stock prices. 

           

Figure 48: It shows us all four ARIMA models together with the prediction of the next hundred 
days, So we can say that based on our auto and custom ARIMA there is an increase in amazon 
high stock prices. 
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ARIMA forecasting for amazon close stock prices.  

     

 

Figure 49: It represents amazon closing stock prices, from 2015-01-02 to 2020-12-16. 

                 

 

Figure 50: Model residual auto ARIMA of amazon closing price with AIC 47259.56and BIC 
47286.13. 
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Figure 51: Model residual (1,2,4) custom ARIMA for amazon closing stock price.  

        

Figure 52: Model residual (5,1,4) guessing on different values based on auto ARIMA.  
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Figure 53: Model residual (1,1,1) standard defacto default ARIMA. 

            

Figure 54: It shows us all four ARIMA models together with a prediction of the next hundred 
days, So we can say that based on all ARIMA model prices of our closing stock prices of 
amazon will slightly remain constant. 
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ARIMA forecasting for apple high stock prices. 

        

Figure 55: It represents apple's high stock prices from 2015-01-02 to 2021-05-03.  

 

Figure 56: It represents model residual (3,1,4) auto ARIMA of apple high stock prices with 
AIC 15426.84, BIC 15453.71. 
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Figure 57: Custom model residual (1,2,4) for apple high stock prices. 

           

Figure 58: Guessing on different values on auto Arima model residual for apple high stock 
prices. 
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Figure 59: Standard de facto model residual for apple high stock prices.  

          

Figure 60: From the above picture analysis, based on our custom arima we can say that prices 
of an apple high stock prices will increase for the next 100 days. 
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ARIMA forecasting for apple close stock prices. 

            

Figure 61: It represents auto arima model residual (3,1,4) with AIC 60989.93 and, BIC 
61006.05.  

          

Figure 62: It represents a custom arima model for apple closing stock prices. 
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Figure 63: Model residual (5,1,4), guessing on different values on auto arima model for apple 
closing stock prices. 

           

Figure 64: Standard de facto model residual (1,1,1) for apple closing stock prices. 
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Figure 65: It represents all arima models together in one plot with predictions. Based on our 
above prediction we can say that prices of apple closing stock for the next 100 days are meant 
to remain the same with a slight change. 

AI recurrent neural network/ LSTM 

Predicted model of Apple closing stock values in the line graph. 

  

Figure 66: represent prediction of apple closing stock price in a line graph. 
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Figure 67: Apple predicted stocks value.   

 

Figure 68: It represents the predicted model of amazon opening stock price. 
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Figure 69: It represents predicted amazon open stock prices.  

 

Figure 70: It represents the prediction of amazon closing stock price. 
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Figure 71: Predicted closing stock price of amazon of some selected dates.  

 

 

 

Figure 72: It represents the graphical representation of amazon's high stock price prediction. 
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Figure 73: Amazon predicted high stock prices, where we can see that on 05/04/21 price of 
amazon's high stock will be 2945.94. 

 

Figure 74: It represents amazon's actual and predicted stock Low price of amazon in the year 
2020.  
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Figure 75: Amazon's low predicted stock prices, with different dates as shown in the picture. 

 

Figure 76: Apple predicted and actual stock prices of the year 2020. 
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6.0  Conclusions 
Therefore, from the above analysis, we can see our model predicts the closing, opening, high 
and low stock prices of Apple Inc and Amazon, which is slightly different from real stock prices 
and actual prices. LSTM proves us a prediction of at least one or more than one day’s stock 
price (e.g., prediction of amazon opening stock price on 2021-04-05 is 3001.5588). Whereas 
ARIMA forecasting provides us increase or decrease of stock prices of next 100 days. Is the 
stock price rising or decreasing? Well based on the above analysis we can clearly say that 
there is an increase in Amazon stock price for the next 100 days based on ARIMA forecasting 
and stock prices of apple closing are meant to remain in the same series with a slight change 
of trends based on ARIMA forecasting for next 100 days. 

We will gain some valuable insights, Prediction gets you into the habit of looking at past and 
real-time data to predict future demand. We will learn from past mistakes we do not need to 
start from scratch if the prediction was nowhere close to where we expected it to be, and it 
will hint from again starting point. Predictions can never be 100% accurate even that the 
predictions model we have is slightly different from the original value, but it will give us an 
accurate 90 percent chance of where the closing prices will go to. 

7.0  Testing. 
7.1 Normality Test. 

          

Figure 77: Case processing summary for normality test. 

Normality test has been caried out in IBM SPSS, it is used to determine if our datasets are well 
modelled by normal distribution and compute how likely it is for random variable underlying 
datasets to be normal distributed. It is used to determine whether our sample data has been 
drawn from a normal distributed population. Normality test has been performed for our apple 
dataset for high and low stock prices. Whereas from our case summary processing we can see 
that we have total 2742 values which indicate that we did not miss any value from our dataset. 
To perform normality test first of all descriptive statistics is performed for our apple high and 
low stock prices (mean, median, mode, and range) as seen in below figure but the one that I 
am interested is skewness for high column is 1.820, which indicates that it is not normal 
distributed. 

 

https://johngalt.com/resources/results/?topic=Forecasting&sortby=popularity
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Figure 78: Descriptive statistics for our normality test.                     

Below figure 71 tells us that both Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk. In our high stock 
prices, our statistics value is 0.154 and p value is 0.000 is lower than our alpha value which 
tells us that our sample test is not normal distributed (High). Also, in our low stock price 
statistics value is 0.151 and p value is 0.000 which is also lower than our alpha value therefore 
this sample test is not sample distributed. 

Hence, our p value for both high and low stock is less than our chosen alpha value which is 
0.05 and we reject our null hypothesis, and it is an evidence that data tested is not normal 
distributed.  

                    

Figure 79: Test of Normality. 
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Figure 80: Histogram for high stocks prices. 

 

Figure 81: Normal Q-Q plot of High stock prices. 
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Figure 82: Histogram for low stock prices. 

 

Figure 83: Normal Q-Q pot for low stocks. 
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7.2 Mann-Whitney test between apple closing and opening price dataset. 

Mann-Whitney test is performed between apple opening and closing stock prices and compare 
them, it is a nonparametric test for null hypothesis, random selected values and for two 
population.  

                          

Figure 84: It is test statistics for our closing and opening, whereas our p value is less than 
0.05 so we will reject our null hypothesis. 

                                 

Figure 85: It provide us  our Mann-Whitney for apple closing which is 56.500 and for opening 
73.00 of total number of values 2742. Whereas our p value is 0.000 so which is less than our 
alpha value 0.05, so we will reject our null hypothesis.  

7.3 Independent Samples Kruskal-Wallis test. 

Kruskal-Wallis test is performed for amazon opening and closing stock price, it is non-
parametric method for testing whether samples are originating from same sample distribution. 
From our hypothesis test summary, our significance or p value is 0.000 which is  lower than 
our selected alpha value and null hypothesis will be rejected. 

 

Figure 86: Hypothesis test summary of independent sample Kruskal-Wallis test.  
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Kruskal-Wallis test for amazon open stock prices (Figure 77). Total number of values is 2582, 
test statistics is 2503.082 with degree of freedom 10. Our p value is 0.000 which is lower than 
our selected alpha value 0.05, it means we will reject our null hypothesis.  

                                  

Figure 87: Kruskal-Wallis test summary. 

                  

Figure 88: Boxplot for representation of Kruskal-Wallis test (Group represents years 
2010-2020). 

Kruskal Wallis test for amazon closing stock price from 2010 to 2020. From figure 79 we have 

total number of values 2582, test statistic 2503.958 with degree of freedom 10. Our significance 

or p value is also 0.000 which is lower than selected alpha value and we will reject our null 

hypothesis.  
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Figure 89: Kruskal Wallis test summary. 

                   

Figure 90: Boxplot for representation of amazon closing Kruskal-Wallis test (Group 
represents years 2010-2020). 
 

7.4 Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE). 

Root mean square error value is performed, RMSE is nice measure to check how accurate is 
model predictor and it is standard deviation of residuals as well as a lower value of our RMSE 
indicate a better fit model accuracy. As our RMSE value for predicting closing stock price is 
2.965824339898993, signify that our model is accurate. Whereas RMSE value for amazon 
closing stock price is 0.5208368889213619, it is very lower value and represent a better fit 
accuracy of our model. 
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7.5 MAPE Accuracy for ARIMA forecasting.  

To check, accuracy of our amazon closing stock prices, we find MAPE value of all our four 
different ARIMA forecast model. Whereas accuracy can be finding out by subtracting our 
MAPE value from 100 (where one hundred is our next future days). Accuracy of ARIMA 
forecasting (fcast1) is 75.15637%, accuracy of our custom ARIMA forecasting (facst2) is 
74.60634 %, accuracy of guessing on random values of auto ARIMA (fcast3) 75.19114%, and 
accuracy of our last standard de facto ARIMA forecasting is (fcast4) 75.21762%.  

 

Figure 91: ARIMA MAPE accuracy for amazon closing. 

MAPE accuracy for amazon high prices, whereas our auto ARIMA (fcast1) has 98.726568% 
accuracy, custom ARIMA (fcast2) has accuracy 98.730256%, guessing on random values auto 
ARIMA (fcast3) has 75.19114%, and accuracy of standard de facto ARIMA (fcast4) is 
98.729038%.     

Amazon high prices, ARIMA forecasting MAPE accuracy, subtract from next 100 days. 

 

Figure 92: ARIMA MAPE accuracy for amazon high. 
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Apple closing ARIMA MAPE accuracy, subtract from next 100 days. 

 

Figure 93: ARIMA MAPE accuracy for apple closing. 

Similar to apple dataset, MAPE accuracy is performed to check how accurate is our ARIMA 
forecasting, from above picture we have our MAPE values and accuracy can be find out by 
subtracting MAPE value by 100. Accuracy for our fcast1 of auto ARIMA is 76.26608%, 
custom ARIMA have accuracy 76.67125, fcast3 (guessing on different values on auto ARIMA) 
has 75.83088%, and standard de facto ARIMA has 76.26608. 

 

Apple high prices, ARIMA forecasting MAPE accuracy, subtract from next 100 days. 

 

Figure 94: ARIMA MAPE accuracy for apple closing. 

Auto ARIMA Accuracy is 98.52%. 

Custom ARIMA accuracy is 98.81%. 

Guessing on different values on auto ARIMA accuracy 98.81%. 

Standard de facto ARIMA accuracy 98.81%. 
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8.0  Further Development or Research 
In future, I am planning to use artificial neural network, at the moment I used recurrent neural 
network to predict stocks. Reason for using different AI network is to find out is there any 
difference in accuracy of model. Then I want to apply random forest on different machine for 
predicting stock prices of our datasets. 
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10.0  Appendices 
This section should contain information that is supplementary to the main body of the report.   

10.1. Project Plan 
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 Objectives 
 

KDD is a multi-step process that involves data preparation, pattern searching and knowledge 
evaluation. KDD is knowledge discovery in database/data mining. Here are the objectives of 
my project: 

Selecting and understanding Data from different internet sources. 

Understanding the Data process starts at an early stage of Data collection and I want to get 
familiar with my datasets by performing some activities (like reading attributes, size of data, 
checking empty rows, structured or unstructured datasets, etc,) to recognize some data quality 
problems, I need to identify the first visualization in datasets.  

Some online sites from where I can collect different companies/exchange historical stock data 
for statistical analysis, visualization, Machine Learning and Data Mining, etc.  

a) https://www.kaggle.com/datasets 
b) https://finance.yahoo.com/ 

Pre-processing/Clean Datasets which is collected from online resources. 

It is important in every data analytics project that data we collected from online resources or 
websites need to be clean. Importing datasets into RStudio for the cleaning process the first 
thing to do is removing the irrelevant piece of data, deleting all duplicate values, changing 
attributes, adding new columns filling missing values, etc.  

Machine Learning 

Machine learning algorithms like recurrent neural networks can be used with training sets to 
predict predictions of opening, closing, high, low, etc. of stock prices.  

Transformation processing. 

It is a process of changing the format, structure, or values of data. Storing a big volume of 
data in data migration, data warehousing, or data wrangling for data transformation. Whereas 
data will be transformed to amazon web services to do run time analysis. 

Data Mining 

Data mining techniques can be used in the New York stock exchange, apple, amazon 
datasets. Different types of techniques will use for example in RStudio KMeans clustering, 
Hierarchical clustering, etc.   

 

 

Interpretation/Evaluation 

In interpretation and evaluation steps all outcomes will be performed in the form of graphs 
e.g., boxplots, Q-Q plots, scatter plots, Linear regression, etc. In this step we can decide 
should we buy stocks or not. Is prices of different opening and closing are going up or down.   

https://www.kaggle.com/datasets
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Background 
 

Stock market predictions are the act of trying to determine the future value of a company of 
stock or other financial traded on an exchange. In the past data, scientists provided a lot of 
profit to financial companies by predicting the future stock value.  

Organizations and Corporations in the financial service sector are using data analytics tools to 
get into the stock market trends to make some wonderful decisions for their organizations. 
The stock market is very dynamic that thousands of transactions are happening every second 
around the world. Big Data enables the investor to analyze the data with some complex 
mathematical formulas and algorithms. In algorithm trading, computers analyze data quickly 
and provide rapid responses to investors. Whereas both humans and computers are 
complementing with each other, humans can create content and analyze data, but machines 
can process stock data in a fraction of a second.  

There is a different type of analysis people used in the past to predict stocks. 

Fundamental Analysis. 

It is concerned with the companies that underlie the stock itself. They calculate the 
companies past performance and credibility of its accounts. Many performance ratios are 
created that aid the fundamental analysts with assessing the validity of stock e.g., P/E ratio.  

Warren Buffett is one of the famous fundamental analysts, he used the overall market 
capitalizations to GDP ratio to indicate the relative ratio of the stock market.  

Fundamental analysis in the stock market is to try to achieve the true value of stock and 
compare it with traded value. This type of analysis is thought of more as a long-term strategy. 

Technical Analysis. 

Data Scientists use their technical techniques to find the future values of stock based on their 
past prices. In past, analysts prefer to use short-term strategies rather than long-term 
strategies. The Candlestick chart which is developed by the Japanese rice merchants is one of 
the charts which is widely using in these days by all technical analysts.  

There are some basics assumptions used in this analysis, the first being that everything 
significant about the company is already priced into a stock, other being that prices move in 
trends and lastly that history tends to repeat itself this is because of market psychology. 

 

Technical Approach 
 

Once I downloaded my historical stock prices datasets from the online resources then, I will 
import them to RStudio for cleaning datasets, I must delete all unnecessary columns and 
delete all unnecessary rows and change the names of columns if possible, deals with missing 
values (fill all the missing values if possible). After combining all my datasets, I will perform 
some visualizations to see some insights like building scatter plots, Histogram plots, Bar 
plots, ggplot2 and line graphs, etc.  
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Descriptive Statistics Analysis. 

After that, I want to do some statistical analysis. 

• Find the mean, median and mode of my dataset’s columns.  
• Standard deviations, skewness, and kurtosis. 
• Quartiles, Range 
• Weighted mean, variance, Interquartile Range 

After statistical, I would like to some Maps Reduce for big data analysis by using the python 
language and machine learning for some prediction in datasets e.g., find the predictions of 
past dates compare it with actual values and see how much the difference is. Further, I want 
to do some data mining for my project, with the data mining process I can find anomalies, 
patterns within large data.  

 

Special Resources Required 
 

LinkedIn Learning 

LinkedIn Learning is an online video course that is run by LinkedIn learning experts in the 
software. For my special resources, I downloaded some courses from LinkedIn learning sites 
that can help in my project like the Machine learning course, RStudio course, data mining 
course, etc. 

Project Plan 
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Technical Details 
 

Tableau: 

This software can help me to see and understand my datasets. I can connect to any type of 
database; I just need to drag and drop and create my visualizations. I can perform many 
statistical tools, calculations, and computation with just drag and drop.  

RStudio: 

RStudio is an IDE for the R programming language to perform statistical computing and 
graphs. Every organization is moving to R and python and other open-source languages to 
make sense of data.  

MapReduce: 

It is a programming model or pattern within the Hadoop framework which is used to access 
big data stored in the Hadoop File System. 

SPSS: 

The IBM SPSS software will provide us advanced statistical analysis and a massive machine 
learning algorithm. 

Clustering Algorithm: 

It is a task of grouping a set of objects, in a way that objects in the same group are more 
similar to each other than to those in other groups.  

Web Scrapping:  

It is a technique where I can use to collect a large amount of data from online resources.  

Data Mining: 

It is the process in which we can find some anomalies in my datasets and can use them to find 
a pattern in my credit card fraud datasets. 

Evaluation 
 

Organizing or cleaning my datasets and make sure it is ready to analyze.  Quantitative 
analyses that count things like tallying response counting program activities and calculating 
some changes in results.  

After performing all my technical approach, cleaning my datasets, performing visualizations, 
Machine learning algorithm, etc. where end-user can see an output in the form graph for all 
data analysis like when prices of stocks will go up or down, how much profit they can make 
based on predictions model if they want to buy stocks. 
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